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 place than in the matter of imports, due largely to the considerable export
 of copra to France. The statement of shipping engaged in the foreign trade
 shows that some three-fourths of the tonnage is now British, with a total
 greater than ever before the war, while the foreign tonnage is less than one-
 third of the amount in 1912 or 1913.

 The African Rift-Valleys: Errata.

 An unfortunate printer's error in Mr. Oldham's letter in the February
 number (p. 151) deprived one of the sentences of much of its point. Line
 eleven should read : " or showing a deficit considerably less than the excess on
 the scarp." In the review of Prof. Gregory's book in the same number (p. 141)
 the price should have been given as yis. net.

 AMERICA

 The Longitude of Caracas.
 A report by the Oficina de Cartografia of Venezuela on a new determination

 of the longitude of Caracas appears in the Scientific Supplement to the official
 Boletin Comercial e Industrial for 1 March 1921. The observations were
 made at the office of wireless telegraphy on fourteen different dates between
 February 19 and May 12, a Troughton & Simms theodolite and two chrono-
 meters by Liverpool makers being employed for the determination of local
 time, that of Greenwich being obtained by picking up the wireless signals
 from Washington and Panama. On each occasion equal altitudes of at least
 two pairs of stars were taken, but in the majority of cases the number of
 pairs was from four to seven. The longitude as obtained by the two chrono-
 meters was worked out separately, the mean being taken as the final value,
 sincethe probable error of ?0*12 s. was the same for both. After allowing for
 the difference in longitude between the observation station and the Observa-
 tory the longitude in time obtained for the latter was 4 h. 27 m. 43*25 s., or
 0*07 s. less than that obtained by cable and telephone in 1906. The new
 longitude in arc is thus 66? 55' 4874" W. Unfortunately the behaviour of
 the chronometers was not entirely satisfactory, but it is hoped to obtain better
 instruments, and to repeat the observations on a future occasion. The report
 includes full details of the observations.

 POLAR REGIONS.

 Mr. Pontitig's 'Great White South.'

 We regret that a statement not strictly correct was made in the review of
 Mr. Ponting's book in the February number. The reviewer said that most of
 the illustrations had already appeared in ' Scott's Last Expedition,' trusting
 evidently to the general impression created by seeing so many of the pictures
 familiar to readers of the latter work repeated in Mr. Ponting's. We are
 informed by the publisher that the exact number of those repeated is 71 out of
 a total of 175 (i.e. somewhat less than half), so that strict accuracy required
 the use of " many " in place of " most."

 GENERAL
 The World's Cotton Supply.

 The present over-stocked condition of the market in raw cotton does not by
 any means prove that new sources of supply will not be urgently needed in the
 not distant future. - Such is the opinion expressed by Mr. W. H. Himbury, in
 a paper presented last year to the World Cotton Conference, and since printed
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